AMA Style| Worksheet

INSTRUCTIONS:

- Refer to the AMA Style Guide and AMA Sample Paper documents to complete the worksheet.
- You have approximately 20 minutes to work individually, or in pairs to complete the questions.
- Click on the "Submit" button when you are satisfied with your answers.
- Answers will be reviewed as a class so be prepared to contribute to the discussion.

Who is your course instructor? ______________________________

Who taught the library workshop? ___________________________

PART A: In-Text Citations

1. Which of the following superscript citations appears in correct format?
   
a. The research studies agreed that$^{4,8}$
b. Reports showed that$^5$:  
c. As previously reported,$^{2(pp12,15,17),9}$
d. a and b  
e. all of the above

2. You’ve taken a quote from an article written by 7 authors: Clarke HL, Locke RP, Hess TH, Pape CT, Dundas GF, Richmond OM and Winchester BL. What’s the proper formatting expectation for naming these authors in-text? Find the example provided in the AMA Style Guide, and then write the correct format in the space provided below.
PART B: References

3. How do you create a reference citation for a source that has the following components? Consult the AMA Style Guide, and record the reference citation.

   Editor(s): Perrin, David H
   Title: Athletic taping and bracing
   Date: 2012
   Edition: 3rd
   Location: Champaign, IL
   Publisher: Human Kinetics

4. Search the NLM Catalog for the following journal title abbreviations, and then write your answer in the space provided below.

   International Journal of Sports Physiology and Performance: ______________________________

   Sport, Exercise, and Performance Psychology: ______________________________

   Muscles, Ligaments and Tendons Journal: ______________________________

5. While searching library databases, you found an article that’s perfect for your assignment called “Risk of cervical injuries in mixed martial arts”. How would you cite the article in your reference list? Follow the link to view the article, and then use the AMA Style Guide to create the reference.

Need more help with citations? Email Karen Lints to book an appointment (karen.lints@sheridancollege.ca), or chat with library staff online.